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I. - The Oxyrhynchus Epitome of Livy and Reinhold's Lost 
Chronicon. 

BY PROF. HENRY A. SANDERS, 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 

THE Oxyrhynchus Epitome of Livy, covering Books 37-40 
and 48-55, was discovered on some papyrus fragments, found 
in the summer of 1903, though the fact of the discovery was 
not published until November of that year, when I was 
already reading the page proof of my article on the Lost 
Epitome of Livy, in Vol. I of the Univ. of Mich. Studies. I 
was able to add in a footnote only the most general reference 
to the find. As I have been criticised in the Amer. Hist. 
Review, Vol. X, p. 621, by one who evidently knew nothing 
about the circumstances or the subject, because I had not 
delayed my article until I could compare it with the newly 
discovered work, I have felt compelled to take the subject up 
again. 

The Oxyrhynchus Epitome is only a late descendant of the 
Lost Epitome of Livy. It is far briefer than even the extant 
Periochae. It throws new light practically on but one ques- 
tion, which I discussed in the Studies, viz. Reinhold's Lost 
Chronicon. In the publication of the Papyrus, Grenfell and 
Hunt, Oxyr. Pap. IV, p. go ff., refer to Mommsen's (Abh. d. k. 
sachs. Ges. VIII, p. 552) and Zangemeister's (Festsch. d. 
XXXVI Philologenversam. 1882, p. 86) proofs of a Lost Epit- 
ome of Livy. They appear to have had no knowledge of the 
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later literature on the subject, of which the more extensive 
articles are by Ay, De Livii Epitoma deperdita, Leip. 1894; 
Sanders, Die Quellen.-contamination im xxi, xxii Buche des 
Livius, Pt. I, Berlin, 1897; Reinhold, Das Geschichtswerk des 
Livius als Quelle spdterer Historiker, Berlin, I898; and 
Drescher, Liviusepitome, Erlangen, 1900. 

Reinhold, in particular, had tried to establish an intermedi- 
ate source for Eutropius, Festus, Cassiodorus, and Obsequens. 
This source was a Chronicon derived from the Epitome of 

Livy, but unlike it, arranged chronologically, with the con- 
suls' names in the ablative before the events of each year. 
The need of comparing this view with the newly found 

Oxyrhynchus Epitome was at once apparent. It was under- 
taken by C. H. Moore, Amer. Jour. Phil. XXV (I904), 
p. 241, and by Kornemann, Beitrdge zur alten Geschichte, 
zweites Beiheft, I904, Die neue Livius-Epitome. In the fol- 
lowing discussion I shall refer to these articles by the authors' 
names alone, taking them up in the order of their appearance. 

Reinhold, p. 8, called attention to four chronological state- 
ments in which either Festus or Cassiodorus agrees with 
Eutropius, against the united testimony of Livy and the Peri- 
ochae. Neither my own criticism of these proofs in U. of M. 
Studies, I, p. i80 if. nor Reinhold's reply, Woch. f. klass. 
Phil. XXII (1905), p. 566, is satisfactory. 

First of all there are other chronological statements in 
these authors, which need explanation. Let us consider them 
all, at least for the period of the republic, and not pick out 
some one or two, which seem to prove or disprove a pet 
theory. I will give them for convenience in a table. 

The identity of the numbers in Eutropius and Festus is 
apparent. The only real difference is that Eutropius does 
not give the length of Servius Tullius's reign. Festus could, 
however, obtain it by the easiest combination, or from the 
Epitome of Livy, which also had the same, and was known 
to him. The years of Rome up to the death of Jovian 
( I 117, Festus, I, ) 1 agree with Eutropius, 10, 18, 2-3: 
Decessit ... tertio decimno Kal. Mart. . . , anno u. c. 

1 Cf. Pirogoff, De Eutrop. brev. fontibus, Berlin, 1873, p. 26. 
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Dio- DIONY- PER. EUTRO- ST CASSI- HIERO- EUSE- CHRON. BAR- Livy FESTUS DORUS SIUS LIV. PIUS ODOR. NYM. BIUS a. 354 BARUS 

Romulus .. ....... 38 37 37 37 37 38 38 38 38 38 
Interregnum ...... I I I I (i) 
Numa .. . . . .. 41 43 43 43 43 41 41 41 41 41 
Tullus ........ 33 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 
Ancus ........ (27)' 24 24 24 24 24 23 23 23 36 23 
Tarquin I . . ... 37 38 38 38 38 38 37 37 37 28 38 
Servius . ... 44 (44) 44 44 44 34 34 3 45 44 
Tarquin II ...24 25 25 25 24 24 35 35 35 25 35 

243 243 240 240 2 40 255 Total ...... 244 244 244 255 2243 243240 255 

Consuls I. . ( (84) 
Decemvirs . ... . 2 3 3 3 2 2 40 2 
Mil. trib. I ... . 30 29 9 

Total ...... 119 (124) 124 

Mil. trib. II. . . . 6 (? 17 

Anarchy .. 5 5 4 4 4 
Mil. trib. II . .3 4 3 3 3 

(+1) 
Total ...... 20 ( + I) 458 24 

Consuls II . ... . .(314) (314) 
Republic Total . (458) (462) 462 464 
Caesar. 5 5 5 Caesar.. .___ _______ 5 5 5 

Total ...... 467 467 467 469 
Empire ..... . 407 407 569 (407) 

Total . .. .. 1117 117 1271 (1117) 
or 

1117+ 86+68) 
I03I + 240 / 

A question-mark indicates mention without number of years. Numbers in parentheses are gained by combination or emendation. 

o - 
c. 
x 
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MCXVIII. (The exact time is thus III7 years, I month, 
I7 days.) It is noteworthy that Festus closes with the same 
date as Eutropius, in ortum perennitatis vestrae (i.e. the acces- 
sion of Valentinian and Valens), repeating it as in lovianum 

(i.e. to the death of Jovian). Festus, I, 3, gives the duration 
of the republic as 467 years in Pansam et Hirtium (i.e. 
counting their consulship, during which Octavianus came to 

power). Eutropius, 7, i, places the death of Caesar 709 
a.u.c., mentioning the consulship of Antony, and follows with 
the consulship of Pansa and Hirtius without date, but 710 
a.u.c. is to be inferred, though he is thus one year earlier 
than the Varronian reckoning. If Festus subtracted his 243 
years of royal rule from this 710 years, he got 467 years for 
the republic. As Livy must have given 464 years for the 
same period1 and Eusebius-Hieronymus had 469, it is very 
likely that Eutropius was the source of Festus. 

The duration of the empire in Festus (407 years) must thus 
also agree with Eutropius, as the totals of the two were the 
same. We have left to consider in Festus, I, 3, the 916 con- 
suls (=458 pairs), two years for decemvirs, three years under 

military tribunes, and four years without curule magistrates. 
Eutropius, 2, I, mentions the change from consuls to military 
tribunes, though he does not say for how long a time; then 

(2, 3) he mentions the four years without curule magistrates 
and adds that military tribunes were again elected, and that 
this office continued for three years. Festus interpreted these 
three years as covering the whole period of rule by military 
tribunes, and so placed it before the four years of anarchy. 
These, with the two years of decemvirs, gave him nine years 
without consuls: 467-9=458; i.e. the number of consular 

years for Festus, hence 916 consuls. The fact that most of 
these statements are wIong, and that all are thus easily de- 
rived from Eutropius and from no other known source, is 
a positive proof that Eutropius actually was the source. 

1 Livy's reckoning is three years behind the Varronian from Book o0 on; thus 
the consulship of Pansa and Hirtius would have been 708 a. u.c., and taking 
away 244 years for kings, he had 464 for republic; cf. Mommsen, Rom. Chron. 
p. I20 ff. 
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The Oxyrhynchus Epitome. 

In Cassiodorus the length of reigns of the kings was taken 
from Hieronymus. The total number of years in Cassi- 
odorus from the founding of the republic to 519 A.D. is given 
as I031. This number was easily obtained from his sources, 
Prosper and Eutropius. If we add to the total of Eutropius 
(I 1I 7 years) the years of the next eight emperors according 
to Prosper (=86) and the four reigns (7 + 7+ I7+27=68), 
which Cassiodorus inserts on his own knowledge, we get 1271 

years; and if we subtract 240 years of royal rule, we have 
I03I years left for republic and empire. But the Mss of 
Cassiodorus have only 153 pairs of consuls for the period 
after Eutropius, as the consuls for the year 503 A.D. are 

missing, thus shortening the reign of Anastasius to twenty- 
six years instead of twenty-seven. There is no doubt that 
this pair of consuls must be restored. Cassiodorus certainly 
knew the length of the last emperor's reign, nor could he 
have forgotten a pair of consuls coming only sixteen years 
before he wrote. 

Of these I03I years Mommsen (Leip. Akad. VIII, p. 555) 
assigns 462 to the republic (before Julius Caesar) and 569 to 
the empire. The result is correct, but his method faulty. 
The Mss give 568 pairs of consuls for the empire, but 
Mommsen reckons in the missing consuls for 297 A.D., on 
the authority of the edition of Cuspinianus alone, though he 
thus gets twenty-one consulships for the reign of Diocletian, 
to whom both Cassiodorus and his source Hieronymus give 
the length of rule expressly as twenty years. We may, 
therefore, be sure that Cassiodorus omitted the consulship, 
as we have the combined evidence of his sources, his own 
reckoning, and all the Mss. The total, 569 years, is obtained 

by the reinsertion of the consuls for the year 503, as given 
above. Mommsen on his reckoning must either omit this, 
or explain that Cassiodorus miscounted. He inclines to the 
latter view. 

Considering the 569 as settled, we have 462 years left for 
the republic down to the rule of Caesar. As Cassiodorus 
assigns four years seven months to the rule of Caesar, his 
total for the republic really agrees with Festus (462 + =467), 
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and thus with Eutropius. It is interesting to note also that, 
as Livy was three years behind the Varronian reckoning, the 
last year of the republic in Cassiodorus, 705 (Varr.), must 
have been 702 a.u.c., had it appeared in the Epitome. From 
this also Cassiodorus would get 462 years by subtracting 
his 240 years of royal power. 

These 462 years of the republic are divided as follows: in 
the period before the military tribunes of 362 a.u.c. (Varr.) 
he chronicles eighty-three pairs of consuls, to which we must 
add those for 333 a.u.c., omitted in the Mss of Cassiodorus, 
but found in Livy, 4, 43, giving eighty-four pairs; he then 
adds the monstrosity, forty years of decemviral rule. Why ? 1 

Evidently because he had to complete 124 years before the 
first accession of military tribunes known to him. According 
to Eutropius, 2, I, these were first elected in 365 a.u.c.; i.e. 
there had been 364 years of the state before; Cassiodorus 
divided this into 240 years for the kings and 124 for the 

republic.2 But he had only eighty-four pairs of consuls and 
found mention only of decemvirs as additional rulers for this 
earlier period, according to Eutropius. It is clear that, if 
Cassiodorus had no other information available, his insertion 
of forty years of decemviral rule was natural; so it is not 

likely that his consular list, which came directly or indirectly 
from the Epitome of Livy, could have retained the three de- 
cemviral and twenty-nine military tribune years of the original. 
For, if it had, he would have learned about the military 
tribunes while copying the consuls' names. Even if Momm- 
sen's unwarranted scorn of Cassiodorus were deserved, we 
could not think him guilty of such falsification as this. We 

may feel sure that the form of the Epitome, which Cassiodorus 

used, did not contain an exact enumeration or designation of 
the non-consular years for this earlier period. 

For the following period Cassiodorus gives seventeen years 
of military tribunes, four years of anarchy, then three years 

1 Cf. Mommsen, l.c., who found it impossible to reconcile this number with 

any known chronology or combination, simply because he did not reinsert the 
omitted consulate of 333 a.u.c. 

2 Hieronymus also copies this incorrect date from Eutropius. 
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of military tribunes, a total of twenty-four years and 311 
pairs of consuls. We must, however, with Mommsen, 
I.c., add three pairs of consuls, which have been omitted 

by the copyists; one consul from each of the years 688, 
689 a.u.c. is missing, causing the two remaining to coalesce 
into one year; the missing consuls for 56I a.u.c. are 

given by Livy, 34, 54, and for 485 by Eutropius, 2, 
I6. The three extra pairs are thus fully established for 
the Livian tradition and for the Epitome, hence for Cassio- 
dorus. On this basis his total of years for the republic is 
124 + 24 + 314 = 462, the same that we found above that he 
must have to agree with his sources and with his own total. 
But Mommsen got the necessary total, 462, without supply- 
ing the missing consuls for 333 a.u.c. That was, however, 
because he had made a mistake in counting, claiming that he 
had 312 pairs of consuls on Ms authority for this period, 
when in fact he had but 311. Hence his vain attempt to 
show why Cassiodorus might have omitted a pair of consuls 

certainly given in Livy.l 
Though the sum total of non-consular years after 362 a.u.c. 

is twenty-four as in Livy, Cassiodorus gives seventeen years as 
the first period of military tribunes, where Livy had but fifteen, 
for the period of anarchy four, against Livy five, and the re- 

maining military tribunes three, against Livy four. The last 
two agree with Eutropius, who has, however, given the duration 
of the first period only by the indefinite expression, post aliquan- 
tum. But the total twenty-four years (= Livy) could perhaps 
be obtained from the Epitome, and at any rate was made nec- 

essary by his previous reckoning (462 - 124 = 338, from which 

subtracting the 314 consular years leaves 24). To bring all 
into agreement with Eutropius and Livy's total, he gives 
seventeen years to the first period of military tribunes. We 
thus see that Cassiodorus, while indebted to Eutropius, seems 
to show acquaintance with the chronology of the Epitome of 
Livy for this period, though he had to be ignorant of it in 
the former. This is best explained on the basis that he got 

1 The consuls for 247, 264, and 265 a.u.c. as well as the military tribunes for 
378 a.u.c. were omitted by Livy himself, though he reckons them in his chronology. 
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the Livian consular list out of excerpts from the Epitome 
rather than out of the full work. 

Hydatius 1 furnishes further information. It is known that 
the Hydatian consular list was copied about 470 A.D. from 
the source of the Fasti Capitolini and of the Chronograph 
a. 354, but with the addition of a few statements and changes 
in names from the Epitome of Livy, probably indirectly (see 
further below). We note that in the early period of the 

republic Hydatius got his two years of decemviral rule and 

thirty-one years of military tribunes from his Fasti source 

probably by counting,2 while in the second period he has 
four years of anarchy instead of five of the Fasti, and must 
have had three years of military tribunes following, as Cassi- 
odorus and Eutropius (the Mss omit the number), for he 
inserts eighteen years for the longer period of military trib- 
unes, so as to equal the twenty-five years of non-consular 

space in his Fasti source. (This space is certain from the 
Chronograph a. 354, who gives twenty-five pairs of consuls.) 
The wrong numbers 4 and 3 are thus the occasion for the 
wrong reckoning here. It is not likely that Hydatius bor- 
rowed these numbers from Eutropius directly, nor yet that 
he used the Epitome of Livy directly for the few errors (dis- 
cussed below) due to that work. Neither would such a view 

explain why Hydatius should get the same incorrect numbers 
from Eutropius as Cassiodorus did. It seems necessary to 
assume an earlier consular list drawn from the Epitome with 
some additional historical statements, and the chronology 
warped by use of Eutropius. In the period before 362 a.u.c. 
this work omitted even the mention of military tribunes. 

Hydatius could correct this by reference to his main source, 
the Fasti Consulares. Cassiodorus, having no such aid, had 
recourse to Eutropius, and inserted forty years of decemvirs 
to make his total right. With this explanation we may again 

1 For the sake of brevity, I use Hydatius for Pseudo-Hydatius. The consular 
list of the Chronicon Paschale was translated, though with many errors, from an 
earlier, better version of Hydatius; cf. Mommsen, C./.L. I, I, p. 82 ff. 

2 We are sure of thirty years for the Fasti, while to the year 316 a.u.c. Hyda- 
tius by mistake assigns two years of military tribunes. 
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hold that Cassiodorus wrote in good faith and perhaps had 
some ability, even if he had no great acquaintance with history. 

As we have seen that a proper combination of previously 
known sources explains all the numbers in Cassiodorus, we 

may now take up Reinhold's proofs of the Lost Chronicon. 

(I) The years of anarchy: Livy, 6, 35, IO, and Per. Liv. 6 

(add Lydus, de Mag. I, 35; 38) give five years. The Chrono- 

graph a. 354 indicates five years also, which is thus assured 
for the original Fasti.1 We can lay no weight on Lydus. He 
used some easily accessible source, perhaps the Epitome or 
even the Periochae. The presence of five as the number of 

years in the Periochae indicates that it was in the Epitome 
also, though this may be a correction from the entire Livy or 
a Ms mistake; V and IV interchange easily. The authori- 
ties for four years of anarchy are Eutropius, 2, 3, I; Festus, 2; 
Cassiodorus, 362; add Hydatius, Dio-Zonaras, 7, 24, 9, and 

Vopiscus, Tac. I. I have shown above that Festus, Cassio- 
dorus, and Hydatius drew directly or indirectly from Eutro- 
pius. The presence of the number in Vopiscus indicates 

only a common, well-known source. We have left Cassius 
Dio and Eutropius. Both used the Epitome, Dio seldom, 
Eutropius often. Both had other sources. A positive de- 
cision is thus impossible. The agreement of the last three 
authors seems to point to the Epitome as source; but if so, 
it is to the original Epitome and not to a later Chronicon. 

(2) Length of decemviral rule is three years according to 

Livy, 3, 38-54, Per. Liv. 3, and probably Orosius, 2, 13, 2-5; 
add Cicero, de Rep. 2, 62, and Dionysius Hal. 10, 59-II, 2. 

Livy therefore drew the number 3 from the later annalists, 
and the Epitome retained it. For two years the authorities 
are Eutropius, I, I8, and Festus, 2, 3; add Florus, I, 17 (24, I); 

Hieronymus a. I565; Diodorus, 12, 24; Tacitus, Ann. i, I; 
Fasti Capitolini; Chronograph a. 354; and Hydatius. Festus 
and Hieronymus drew from Eutropius, the Chronograph and 

Hydatius from the Fasti source, to which the Annales Max- 
imi, Diodorus, and Tacitus are in some way related. Florus 
and Eutropius alone are left to indicate that the Epitome of 

1 Cf. Mommsen, C.J.L. I, I, Fasti. 
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Livy gave only two years, and even these are not quite cer- 
tain, as Eutropius was sometimes influenced by Florus, who 

certainly had another source besides the Epitome. Even if 
the two years did appear in the Epitome, it is only an easy 
Ms error for three. 

(3) The omission of the earlier period of military tribunes 
was first made by Eutropius and copied indirectly by Cassio- 
dorus, as I have shown above. 

(4) For the reign of Tarquinius Superbus, Eutropius, I, 8, 
3, and Festus, 2, give twenty-four years; add Diodorus (in 
Eusebius).1 Livy, I, 6o, Per. Liv. I b, and others give twenty- 
five years. Festus used Eutropius, but we have no indica- 
tion that Eutropius in turn ever used Diodorus or Eusebius. 
On the other hand, both Diodorus and Eutropius contain 
material from the annalists. This question is, however, in- 

separable from that of the total years of royal rule, 244 in 

Livy, etc., but 243 in Eutropius, Festus, Hieronymus (a vari- 

ant), Lydus, de Mag. I, 29, Orosius, 2, 4, 13, and Augustine, 
de Civ. Dei, 3, 15. This is a stately array, but Festus and 

Hieronymus certainly borrowed from Eutropius, as did Oro- 
sius probably. For Augustine, however, this explanation is 
not admissible, as Ay, p. I , has shown,2 and certainly not for 

Lydus, who obtained this number, as his others, from some 

easily accessible source. The evidence seems to point to the 
number 243, and so perhaps to twenty-four for the Epitome. 
If so, it was an attempt to change the Livian 244 years of 

royal rule to the 243 of the Fasti by reducing the rule of Tar- 

quinius Superbus to twenty-four years in accord with the 
annalistic version found in Diodorus.3 

1 It appears both in Syncellus, p. 450, I, and in the Armenian version; cf. 
Schoene, Eusebii Chron. I, p. 291. These numbers are unnecessarily emended. 
All seem right, including the total, except for Ancus, where read XXVII for 
XXXIII. Or if we emend to XXVIII, the reign of Tullus must be restored to 
the regular thirty-two years. 

2 Cf. Reinhold's ungrounded assertion to the contrary, Woch. f. klass. Phil. 
XXII (1905), p. 576. 

3 Cf. Mommsen, Rom. Cihron. p. 142, that both the source of the Fasti and 
Cato must have assumed 243 years for the royal period, doubtless by omitting the 
year of interregnum after Romulus. 
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The Oxyrhynclius Epitome. 

Periocha I b does not give the total length of royal rule, 
though i a, found in the same Mss, gives 255 years.l This 
n'umber finds its only parallel in Scaliger's Barbarus, 24 a, 
though it is there'plainly a Ms error (the total should be 251, 
according to the numbers for the separate reigns). The mis- 
take is original in that place, for it is inconceivable that a 
writer should borrow a false number, when he only needed to 
add seven numbers before him, and besides had added correctly 
on another page of the same work (42 a). Whether the num- 
ber 255 was a simple insertion in Per. I a, from the Barbarus, or 
crowded out the correct number, it is impossible to say; it is 

surely an interpolation. As the Ms authority of Per. I b and 
I a is the same, this interpolation may cause us to doubt the 
Ms accuracy of twenty-five years for Tarquin in i b. If we 
do not, we must suppose the twenty-five a correction of the 
author from his knowledge of the entire Livy, as twenty-four 
seems more likely for the Epitome. In any case the agree- 
ment of Eutropius, Augustine, and Lydus does not seem to 
point to Reinhold's Lost Chronicon. In fact, all hope of de- 
fending that according to the original conception vanished 
with the proof that Cassiodorus and Festus were indebted to 
Eutropius for their chronology.2 

I omit Reinhold's proof, founded on passages on the cap- 
ture of Rome by the Gauls, as I have nothing to add to my 
handling in the U. of M. Studies, I, p. 183; there are so 
many authors showing similar peculiarities that it is neces- 
sary to assume Ms variations in the original Epitome of Livy. 
Neither is it necessary to discuss in full his three remaining 
proofs, as they are based solely on a comparison of Festus 
and Eutropius, in passages where Festus had combined state- 
ments from the Epitome with those of Eutropius. To illus- 
trate the method, however, I will take the first set of Reinhold's 
passages, printing them in full: 

1 Kornemann, p. 86, inclines to change to 243; Wagner, Phil. XLV, p. 518, 
to 244. 

2 Cf. also Mommsen, Mon. Germ. Hist. auct. ant. II, p. xxviii, that Cassio- 
dorus used Eutropius; and Wolfflin, Archiv, XIII, p. 73 ff., for Ettropius as source 
of Festus. 
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PER. Liv. 127. 
P. VENTIDIUS, An- 
toni legatus PAR- 
THOS proelio victos 
SYRIA EXPULIT, 
LABIENO EORUM 

DUCE OCCISO. 

128. 

P. VENTIDIUS, le- 

gatus M. Antoni, 
PARTHOS IN SY- 
RIA proelio vicit, 
regemque eorum 
occidit. 

OROSIUS, 6, IS, 23. 
Ventidius Persas 
et PARTHOS in hSy- 
riam inrumpentes 
tribus bellis maxi- 

misfudit, REGEM- 

QUE EORUM PA- 

CORUM IN ACIE 

INTERFECIT, ea 
scilicet die, qua 
Crassus a Parthis 

fuerat occisus. 

FLORUS, 2, 19. 

invitante Labieno 

Labieni copias ip- 
sumque Pacorum 
et omnem Parthi- 
cum equitatum 
... late cecidis- 
set ... 

REX fortissime di- 
micans CECIDIT... 

Sic Crassianam 
cladem Pacori 
caede pensavimus 
(cf. Tacitus, Ger. 
37). 

FESTUS, 18. 

P. VENTIDIUS 

Bassus PARTHOS, 

QUI DUCENTE LA- 

BIENO SYRIAM IN- 

VASERANT, OCCUr- 
rens in Capro 
monte cum paucis 
FUGAVIT, LABI- 

ENUM OCCIDIT, 

persecutus Persas 
AD INTERNICIO- 

NEM STRAVIT. 

Qua congressione 
Pacorum, regis 
Jflium, eadem die, 
qua Crassus fue- 
rat victus, occidit, 
ne aliquando Ro- 
mani ducis mors 
inulta relinquere- 
tur. Ventidius de 
Persis primus tri- 

umnphavit. 

EUTROPIUS, 7, 5, 2. 

L. Ventidius Bas- 
sus 

inrumpentes in 

Syriam Persas tri- 
bus proeliis vicit. 

Pa cor u , regis 
Orodis filium in- 

terfecit eo ipso die, 
quo olim Orodes 
Persarum rexper 
ducem Surenam 
Crassurn occide- 
rat. Htic primnus 
de Parthis iustis- 
simum trium- 

phum Romae egit. 

The portions of Festus and Orosius parallel to Eutropius 
are in italics, the portions directly indebted to the Epitome 
in small capitals. The thought taken from Florus by Festus 
is in heavy face type. One phrase in Festus is left doubtful, 
but the preceding and following words are from the Epitome, 
hence probably these also. The mistake of Eutropius, L. Ven- 

tidius, is avoided. The passage is an extremely good illus- 
tration of Festus's method of work. He combines his sources 

very loosely, brief phrases from one being inserted in or added 
to a version from another. 

It remains to consider the proofs for this Lost Chronicon, 
which are supposed to be found in the Oxyrhynchus Epitome 
of Livy. I treat first those offered by Moore, who, on p. 255, 
expressed doubt as to the accuracy of Reinhold's results, 

precisely on their weak point, viz. the inclusion of Eutropius 
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among the descendants of the Chronicon. In general, how- 
ever, both Moore and Kornemann accept Reinhold, though 
they have made no investigations into the question outside of 
the passages parallel to the Oxyrhynchus Epitome. 

Moore's proofs that Oxyr.1 used the source of Obsequens, 
Cassiodorus, and Eutropius, are found on pp. 245 to 255 of 
his article, in which he discusses or refers to some seven 
different passages. In all Oxyr. shows a reasonably close 
relationship to these authors, but also to the Periochae Livii, 
Orosius, etc., wherever they treat of the same subjects. In 
other words, all the passages show indebtedness to the Epit- 
ome. In only one case does Moore find that his authors 
agree in a divergence from the Epitome tradition. I quote 
from p. 245: "Oxyr. 88, L. Mazrcio Censorino M. Manlio cos 
(=I03, Manlio et Marc(i)o c[os]); Cassiodorus a. 605, L. 
Marcius et M. Manlias. The correct form in Per. Liv. 49, 
L. Marcio M' Manilio cos; Censorinus, de Die NVat. I7, II 

(Livy cited), Florus, I, 31, 7, Orosius, 4, 22, I, Appian, P. 

75; 97; and Zonaras, 9, 26, all have the same, while Eutro- 
pius, 4, 10, in Mss P. and D., has Marco Mallio, though 
Manilio appears in the version of Paeonius." The trouble 
with this proof is that in many of the cases cited the correct 
form of the name is due to emendation. In the best Mss 
the name appears as follows: Censorinus, M. Manlio; Per. 
Liv. M. Manilio; Florus, Manilio; Orosius, ? i, M. Manilins 
? 7, Manlins; Eutropius, Marco Manilio (in the three oldest 
Mss); Appian, Mdplcov Mavi[Xov; Zonaras, Map/cos Mavl- 
Xros. I add de Vir. ZII. 58, Tito Manlio; Velleius Pater- 
culus, I, 13, I, M. Manlio. All descendants of Livy had 
Marcus for Manius, but Moore laid no stress on that varia- 
tion. As regards the form Manlius, we must decide that it 
is only a Ms variation, liable to creep in anywhere. Further, 
Kornemann has removed all reason for discussing the passage 
by finding that Oxyr. really reads Man(i)lio in 1. 88 (i.e. there 
is space for the letter, though it is no longer distinguishable 
on the papyrus), but in 1. 103, the reading is Manlio. I will 

1 Oxyr. = Oxyrhynchus Epitome of Livy; the number following refers to the 
line. 
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take up the question of language and minor points under 
Kornemann's article. 

To sum up, Moore's paper presents welcome proof that 

Oxyr. was related to the Epitome of Livy, not to the entire 

Livy, but he gives no evidence on the question of Reinhold's 
Chronicon, except to throw doubt on the placing of Eutropius 
among its descendants. 

We turn to Kornemann, who has openly accepted the 
Chronicon, yet without definite additional proofs. For in no 
case do his parallels show a different version for the Epitome, 
where there is special agreement between Oxyr., Cassiodorus, 
and Obsequens. Eutropius does not come in question at all. 
I discuss these few passages below in connection with many 
more. 

As Kornemann offers no decisive proofs for the Lost 
Chronicon, we turn to the considerations which induced him 
to accept it. These lie almost exclusively in the chronological 
character of Oxyr., Obsequens, and Cassiodorus. To this 
he adds (p. 70) that in certain cases kindred occurrences of 
two years are united in one, or such a union indicated for the 
common source by errors in dates. These he claims point to 
a source that was not chronological, so the original of the 
mistakes must go back of the Chronicon to the Epitome, which 
was thus not annalistic in its arrangement. He cites only 
two passages to illustrate, but a search of his commentary 
discloses eight such parallels: 

(I) Oxyr. 17, Livy, 38, 36, 5, and 38, 28, 4; 
(2) Oxyr. 44-45, Obsequens, 3, and Livy, 39, 54; 
(3) Oxyr. 49, Livy, 39, 20, 5, and Per. Liv. 39; 
(4) Oxyr. 71-73, Livy, 40, 5-24, and Per. Liv. 40; 
(5) Oxyr. 103-104 and Per. Liv. 49; 
(6) Oxyr. 174, Per. Liv. 54, Eutropius, 4, I7, i, and Orosius, 5, 

4, I3-21; 

(7) Oxyr. 202-205 and Per. Liv. 55; 
(8) Oxyr. 213-214 and 216-217, Per. Liv. 55, and Orosius, 5, 4, 

I8. 

Most of these cases are individual errors, but Oxyr. and 

Obsequens agree in error once, Oxyr. and Per. Liv. probably 
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twice. Both these errors and some of the others involve 
combination of events, both being given under the one which 
seems to the author more important. A few similar chrono- 
logical errors had been previously noted (cf. Quellen-contami- 
nation, p. 44). 

This is certainly interesting information, but as we are not 

positive that a non-annalistic Epitome occurred between Livy 
and these latest descendants, such data must be interpreted 
in the light of the information we now possess. Let us first 
note a few well-established points in regard to the Epitome: 

(i) The consuls' names of Livy were given to later writers 

through the Epitome. 
(2) These names were given in the ablative, therefore at 

the beginning of the years. This was proved by Mommsen 

by reference to Cassiodorus and Obsequens, but is supported 
by the other descendants; see further below. 

(3) The Epitomator Livii combined material from other 
sources with his excerpts from Livy. 

(4) The division into books was preserved in the Epitome. 
The mistakes in order noted by Kornemann and others 

find their adequate explanation in these facts, and themselves 
help to confirm this character of the Epitome. No one has 

yet explained how the Livian consular list could get to the 
later writers except through the Epitome, nor how the 
Epitome could transmit it intelligibly, unless it preserved 
the annalistic form. In spite of this, however, changes in 
order and time might creep in, owing to the fact that the 
author was combining material from other sources, was seek- 
ing to condense to the utmost, and above all was preserving 
the book division. This last had a tendency to make the 
author regard each book as a unit rather than each consul- 
ship. If we add to this the thorough acquaintance with Livy 
and the popular traditions of history possessed by the writer 
(cf. U. of M. Studies, I, p. 254), we shall be willing to admit 
that in writing his Epitome of each book, he would not have 
copied blindly from an unhandy roll, but trusted to a vigorous 
memory, quickened by repeated reading and perhaps aided 
by some few brief notes. The mistakes in chronology and 
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changes in order, and particularly the combination of related 
events, above noted, form a most convincing proof that such 
was his method of work. 

More important as indication of an intermediate source is 
Kornemann's statement (p. 74) that of the few historical 
notices in Obsequens, three appear elsewhere only in Oxyr., 
though with different wording. This loses some of its force, 
when we note that in the brief parallel portion of Obsequens, 
there are twelve historical notices, and that of Kornemann's 
three, one (burning of the sacrarizim Opis) was also a prodigy, 
and that another, Obsequens, 22, states the opposite from Oxyr. 
167 in point of fact. There is left one historical notice found 

only in Oxyr. 132-134 and Obsequens, 20. Of the remaining 
historical notices in Obsequens, four are found in Oxyr. (one 
under different consuls) as well as in other epitomators, 
while six are not found in Oxyr. There is also a single 
notable agreement found only in Livy, 39, 22, I, Cassiodorus, 
568, and Oxyr. 42. These cases are most easily explained if 
there was a much abbreviated form of the Epitome used by 
Oxyr. and Obsequens, though they hardly prove the existence 
of such a work. Cassiodorus shows less clearly the same 
close connection. 

The language of the Oxyrhynchus Epitome has been fully 
treated by Moore and Kornemann 1; they note the extreme 

brevity, often reduced to substantive and modifiers, excess of 

participles, and poverty of expression. The same character- 
istics occur in Per. Liv. i a and, in a less degree, in Obsequens. 
Moore even tries to discover the same tendencies in Cassio- 
dorus. I fail to see them. Of the forty-three passages 
found in the Livian portion of Cassiodorus, twelve contain 

complex or compound sentences, and only seven show the 

pure participial construction, while some of these are known 
to have been taken from Eutropius. The style of Cassio- 
dorus is the same even in the last portion of his work, where 
he was supposedly original. 

Of the special words or expressions found often in Oxyr., 
Per. Liv. i a, or Obsequens, the following are distinctive: 

1 Cf. also Wolfflin, Archiv, XIV, p. 221 ff. 
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(I) devinco found rarely in Livy and only once in Per. 
Liv. (49); 

(2) vexo, only once in Per. Liv. (32); 
(3) prospere (dubie or varie) dimicatuzm (pugnatum); the 

Periochae have regularly combinations with male, dubio 
eventu, or feliciter and the active; 

(4) re bene gesta; Per. Liv. has res prospere gestas as 

object. 
The other words treated, caesus, subactus, and occisus, occur 

with special frequency in Per. Liv., usually with a copula. 
Clades accepta appears in Per. Liv. 67; also present participles 
in nom. sing. are fairly common, even those noted by Korne- 
mann both occurring, decedens in Per. 30 andflens in Per. 89. 
Kornemann laid particular stress on the frequency of vastare 
and especially that it takes as object names of peoples-in 
Oxyr. (not in Obsequens). Per. Liv. also uses the word fre- 

quently and once at least (Per. 47) with the name of a people 
as object. All these expressions point to the influence of the 
original Epitome, though favorite expressions doubtless in- 
creased in the later Mss or abridgments of the work (cf. U. 
of M. Studies, I, p. 188 ff.). Further we must admit that 
even these later historians sometimes show characteristics of 
their own time. 

Omitting, however, everything questionable, we have still 
several agreements in language and style between Oxyr., 
Per. i a, and Obsequens, on the basis of which I believe we 
are warranted in assuming a fairly close relationship. This 
position is supported by the agreements between Oxyr. and 
Obsequens in historical statements. Cassiodorus does not 
seem to be as closely related, but this may be due to the 
character of his work. 

In spite of the similarity in language Per. Liv. i a is not a 
fragment of the complete original of Oxyr. Kornemann 
(p. 78) has made this clear by noting the greater brevity of 
Per. i a. A still stronger point is that in spite of the 
extremely chronological character of Oxyr., in which the 
consuls' names project from the text, so that the years 
can be easily counted, Per. i a does not give the length of 
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reign of a single king, and the total for all is probably only 
an interpolation. Per. I a may, therefore, be a further abridg- 
ment of a complete Oxyr., or from its source. I incline to 
the latter view. 

Obsequens, on the other hand, indicates a far fuller version 
than Oxyr.; so if they were both from the same abridged 
Epitome, it was still a fairly extensive work. The fact, how- 
ever, that Orosius, or even Florus, Lucan, and Valerius 
Maximus (cf. U. of M. Studies, I, p. 221) sometimes present 
omens not found in Obsequens may indicate that he did not 
use the complete Epitome. 

Cassiodorus gives practically only a list of consuls. With 
these little has been done since Mommsen, till Kornemann 
used the order of names in a few instances to illustrate the 
source relationship. This is a doubtful proof till we know 
the tendency of the various copyists in regard to preserving 
the order. With only two consuls, but one change in order was 
possible. For this reason I have investigated the entire con- 
sular list from 245 to 745 a.u.c. with the following results: 

(I) The Fasti Capitolini represent the correct or estab- 
lished order. The minor Fasti vary three times, 542, 712, 
and 720 a.u.c. 

(2) The Chronograph a. 354 differs from the Fasti Capito- 
lini only twice, 532 and 677 a.u.c.1 Therefore we may con- 
sider their agreement, or where the Fasti Capitolini fail, that 
the Chronograph a. 354 represents fairly accurately their 
common source.2 

Compared with this fixed tradition we find that Livy has a 
different order of names for fifty-four years in the thirty-five 
books preserved. He certainly did not copy directly or in- 
directly the source of the Fasti Capitolini. In only two (538, 
572 a.u.c.) out of these fifty-four changes has the order been 
restored by two or more descendants of the Epitome, and 
one (572) of these is found only in the nearly related Cassio- 

1 Fast. Cap. 694 is too fragmentary to be certain. 
2 Cf. Mommsen, C.I.L. I, i, p. 8I, on the relation of Chron. a. 354 to Fast. 

Cap. The latter are preserved sufficiently to determine order of names for some 
270 years, before 745 a.u.c. 
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dorus, Obsequens, and Oxyr. Even if we add all the varia- 
tions in order from the entire Livy, which rest on the 

authority of Cassiodorus alone, when not contradicted by 
other descendants of the Epitome, the total is but four, and 
that in over 200 pairs of consuls; and of these four, but one 
can be assigned positively to the Epitomator of Livy. 

Taking now the various descendants of the Epitome, we 
find that Cassiodorus in the 438 pairs of consuls from Livy has 
himself changed the order but six times,1 Eutropius giving 
fewer consuls four times,2 Florus twice,3 Obsequens twice,4 
Per. Liv. once,5 and Oxyr. once,6 while for Orosius there is no 
certain case. To these we must add the years 494 and 672 
a.u.c., where Florus changed the order and was copied by 
Eutropius, and the year 7I a.u.c., where Orosius agrees with 
Velleius Paterculus (Hirtius et Pansa). The opposite order 
is common to the Epitome, Livy, and the Fasti. Tacitus, 
Ann. i, o1, and Solinus, I, 32, have Hirtio et Pansa, and 
probably the names were elsewhere so placed, though seldom 
when given as a date merely. 

This brief survey shows us that we are dealing with material, 
which can properly be used in determining source as well as 
Ms relationships. Livy's variations from the Fasti are 
numerous, but his descendants followed their copy with excep- 
tional accuracy. There will be found but few cases which 
are purely careless or arbitrary. 

On this showing we should not hesitate to refer all varia- 
tions in order from the Fasti back to Livy, in case the source 
of the change is uncertain. This includes seventeen instances 
for which Cassiodorus is the only Livian authority, also three 
cases found in all the descendants of the Epitome (495, 499, 
513 a.u.c.), and probably three others not as clearly proved.7 

1 498, 529, 577, 683, 700, 703 a.u.c. 2 533, 671, 543, 667 a.u.c. 3 544, 605 a.u.c. 
4 635, 679 a.u.c; cf. also 600 a.u.c. 5 446 a.u.c. 6 6II a.u.c. 
7 For 464 a.u.c. Cass. and Eutrop. agree against Chron. a. 354; for 532 a.u.c. 

Cass., Eutrop., and Chron. a. 354 agree against Fast. Cap. and Hydat. ; for 648 a.u.c. 
Cass., Obs., and C.I.L. X, 3778 (a carelessly written inscription) agree against 
Chron. a. 354, Hydat., and C.f.L. X, 3779. The last case might be traced to the 
abridged source of Cass. and Obs., but the inscription indicates a variable order 
early. 
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Turning to the other non-Livian consular lists, we find that 
the Chronicon Paschale agrees almost absolutely with Hyda- 
tius.1 To all intents and purposes they are Mss of the same 
work, therefore I shall not refer to the Chronicon Paschale 
unless the form is different from Hydatius. This list was in 

general an accurate copy of the Fasti. In the order of the 
consuls' names but twenty-one variations from the Fasti Capi- 
tolini and Chronograph a. 354 occur in over 400 pairs of 
names. Eleven of these (275, 277, 284, 404, 469, 488, 539, 
6I5, 668, 682, and 686 a.u.c.)2 seem to be careless changes 
by the author or some copyist; the other ten agree with Livy 
or the Epitome: 

251 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Livy, 2, i6, and Cassiodo- 
rus against Chronograph a. 354 and Dionysius, 5, 44. 

279 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Livy, 2, 52, and Cassiodo- 
rus against Fasti Capitolini, Chronograph a. 354, Diodorus, 
II, 60, and Dionysius, 9, 28. 

301 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Livy, 3, 32, Dionysius, I0, 
53, and Cassiodorus against Fasti, Chronograph a. 354, and 
Diodorus, I2, 7. 

302 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Livy, 3, 32, Cassiodorus, 
Diodorus, 12, 22, and Dionysius, 10, 50, against Fasti Capito- 
lini and Chronograph a. 354. Hydatius also has Capitolinus 
with Livy and Diodorus against Capito in the others. 

317 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Livy, 4, 17, Diodorus, I2, 

43, and Cassiodorus against Chronograph a. 354. 
572 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Livy, 39, 56, 4, against 

Fasti Capitolini, Nepos, Hann. 13, I, and the later imitators 
of the Epitome; see below. 

614 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Cassiodorus and Obse- 

quens, 23, against Fasti Capitolini and Chronograph a. 354. 
672 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Cassiodorus and Velleius 

Paterculus, 2, 27, against Fasti Capitolini, Chronograph a. 

354. For Florus and Eutropius see above, p. I8. 
1 Cf. Mommsen, C..L. I, I, p. 82, that it was taken in the year 630 A.D. from a 

Ms of the Fasti which now pass under the name of Hydatius. 
2 For 469, 488, and 682 a.u.c. evidence is too scanty. For 284 and 404 a.u.c. 

Hydat. agrees with Diodor., for 686, with inscription, Bull. d. Inst. 1882, p. 8. 
For 704 the Mss vary in the order. 
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705 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Cassiodorus and Dio, 41, 
I, I, against Fasti Capitolini and Chronograph a. 354. 

406 a.u.c. Hydatius agrees with Livy, 7, 26, Cassiodorus, 
and Diodorus, I6, 69, against Fasti Capitolini and Chrono- 

graph a. 354. Also both here and in other places Hyda- 
tius and also Chronograph a. 354 have Corvinus for Corvus 
of Livy and the Fasti Capitolini. The Epitome regu- 
larly had Corvinus (cf. Qucillen-contamination, p. 29). The 
fact that the combination of these two changes can be re- 
ferred to the Epitome alone makes us sure that it was the 

original source of Hydatius. Also the change of Corvus to 
Corvinus in Chronograph a. 354 probably goes back indirectly 
to the same source. 

To this evidence on Hydatius we may add the two errors 
noted by Zangemeister, p. 102: 

(i) Falco, Orosius, 4, i , IO, and Hydatius a. 5 6 for Falto 
in Fasti Capitolini and Chronograph a. 354; Cassiodorus has 
P. Cornelius, a memory mistake due to the colleague, Ti. 
. Sempronius Gracchlis. 

(2) Rutilius, Hydatius a. 622, Orosius, 5, 9, 7, Per. Liv. 59 
(Naz. Autilius; add Velleius Paterculus, 2, 7, 4), for Rupilius 
of the Fasti Capitolini and Cicero, de Amic. II, 37. One 

agreement is given by Ay, p. 28, viz. Per. Liv. 8, de Vir. Ill. 
28, Augustine, de Civ. Dei, 5, I8, and Chronicon Paschale, 
429 (not found in Hydatius). 

To these I add the following: Hydatius, 481, and Eutro- 
pius, 2, 15, I, name one consul Licinius for Licinus, while the 
other, Canina, is right in Eutropius but appears as Cinna in 
Chronograph a. 354. For this name also Hydatius stands 
nearer to Eutropius; CAMBRIA is an easy corruption for 
CANINA. 

For 570 a.u.c. Hydatius, Cassiodorus, and Oxyr. 50 have 
Licinius for the correct Licinus of Livy, 39, 32, 13, and the 
other Fasti. The other consul was, in Hydatius, Pulchro II. 
That this was the second consulship is an error not found 
elsewhere except in Chronicon Paschale. It is therefore not 
a Ms error. The mistake goes back to the author of the 

Hydatian Fasti or his source. In Oxyr. the names are 
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restored P. Claudio Pulchr[o L. Porcio Li]cinio. Ten letters 

only are supplied, though Kornemann states there is space 
for twelve. In fact, he has to supply twelve letters two lines 
below, where the space seems to be one letter narrower. 
I would therefore emend by inserting II after Pulchro, thus 

referring the mistake in Hydatius back to the Epitome con- 
sular list. 

For 444 a.u.c. Hydatius and Livy, 9, 33, give Rutilio for 
Rutilo of the Fasti. 

For 539 a.u.c. Hydatius, Cassiodorus, and Orosius, 4, i6, 
12, in accord with the statement of occurrences in Livy, 23, 
24, 3; 30, I8; 31, I4, give as one of the consuls Fabius 
Maximus III, a consul suffectus, instead of Postumius Albi- 
nus of the Fasti, who was indeed elected, but was killed before 
he entered upon his office. 

To sum up, we have in all sixteen changes or mistakes, 
which point to a close agreement of Hydatius and Cassiodorus 
in their indebtedness to the Epitome. Two cases seem to 
show Livian influence on Hydatius where he is opposed to 
Cassiodorus, and in one case the Ms reading of Cassiodorus 
is beyond emendation. 

We have still to consider some agreements between Cas- 
siodorus and Obsequens and other cases to be similarly 
explained. 

498 a.u.c. Cassiodorus and the Fasti Capitolini alone give 
Q. Caedicius, for whom Per. Liv. 17, Florus, I, 18, 17, Oro- 
sius, 4, 8, 10, Eutropius, 2, 21, I, and Chronograph a. 354 
name Atilius Regulus, a consul suffectus, though the last 
two plainly make him consul eponymous. Hydatius agrees 
with the Fasti Capitolini in calling Regulus consul suffectus, 
but for Caedicio, has the Ms error decio. It seems certain 
that the Epitome consular list had been corrected from some 
Fasti source shortly before Cassiodorus copied it. 

589 a.u.c. Cassiodorus and Obsequens, 13, agree in order 
of names against the Fasti. Other descendants of Livy 
omit the names. 

663 a.u.c. Cassiodorus and Obsequens, 54, agree in order 
of names with all the Fasti, but are opposed to Florus, 2, 
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6, 8, Eutropius, 5, 3, i, and Orosius, 5, i8, I. Orosius may 
have copied Eutropius, of whom, however, Florus was not the 
source, for he does not have the praenomina there given. It 
is likely that Florus and Eutropius represent the original 
order of the Epitome, some descendant or Ms of which 

changed it before the copies were made by Obsequens and 
Cassiodorus. That a different order stood in the Fasti was 
the reason for the change. 

694 a.u.c. Obsequens, 62, and Cassiodorus agree against the 
,other Fasti, Dio, 37, 49, I, and C.I.L. I, 727-728. 

572 a.u.c. Cassiodorus, Obsequens, 5, and Oxyr. 67 change 
the order of names from Livy, 39, 56, to agree with the Fasti, 
etc. I have shown above that the agreement of Hydatius 
with Livy for this year was due to the Epitome as intermedi- 
ate source. We have also seen how rigidly in all cases the 

Epitome preserved the Livian order of names. The natural 

explanation, therefore, is that the immediate ancestor of Cas- 
siodorus, Obsequens, and Oxyr. changed the order so as to 

agree with the Fasti. 
I add certain Ms variations in spelling, which point to a 

similar near relationship. 
For 578 a.u.c. Cassiodorus has Petillius as Fasti Capitolini 

and Obsequens, 9, but Livy, 41, 14, Petilius, with one 1. 
This has little weight owing to poor Ms authority of Livy, 
41 to 45. 

For 591 a.u.c. Obsequens, 14, has T. Graccho; Cassiodorus, 
T. Sempronius; Fasti Capitolini, Ti. Sempronius Gracchus II. 
Again, for 577 a.u.c. Cassiodorus has T. Sempronius, but the 
Fasti, Ti. Also Per. Liv. 41, and Orosius, 4, 20, 32, have 

Tiberius, so the Epitome must have had Tiberius, as also 

Livy, though T. Sempronius appears in the sole Ms of Livy, 
41, 8, i. 

For 650 a.u.c. Obsequens, 43, has Caio Marcio Caio Flacco; 
Cassiodorus, C. Marcius, C. Fl. Fimbrius. C..L. X, 3780, gives 
[C. Fl~avio C. f. C. Mario C. f. cos. Furthermore, the Fasti 
and all the descendants of the Epitome, including Cassiodorus 
and Obsequens in other passages, have the name of the famous 
C. Marius right. This is a Ms error of the parent of Obse- 
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quens and Cassiodorus. In the second name it arose from 
the abbreviation C. Fl. Fimbr., which is still distinguishable in 
Cassiodorus. 

For 652 a.u.c. the error of Obsequens, 44, Q. Luctatio (for 
Lutatio), appears in Cuspinian's edition of Cassiodorus, though 
the Regensburg Ms (I Ith cent.) has L. Lutatius. Mommsen 
(Leip. Akad. VIII, p. 571 ff.) has shown that Cuspinianus had 
the parent Ms of Cassiodorus before him. 

For the.years 723 to 731 a.u.c. Cassiodorus numbers the 
consulships of Augustus II to X instead of III to XI as the 
other authorities, including Orosius, 6, 19, 14; 6, 20, I; 6, 21, I. 

The change had thus not taken place in the Epitome. It 
agrees better with the marks of revision which we have 
referred to the parent of Cassiodorus than with Cassiodorus 
himself. 

From the evidence given by me (U. of M. Studies, I, p. 186) 
to show Ms variations in the original Epitome of Livy, the 
common mistake of Obsequens, 49, and Cassiodorus, 658, is 
best referred to the parent of these two. The correct form 
for the original Epitome is shown by Per. Liv. 70, Hierony- 
mus, I922, Festus, 13, etc. 

In the following two cases, as in possibly one above, the 
variations may even go back to Livy himself, though it seems 
easier to refer them to a later writer. 

For 624 a.u.c. Cassiodorus and Obsequens, 28, have App. 
Claudius, but Cicero, de Leg. 3, I9, 42, C. Claudius. For 659 
a.u.c. Cassiodorus and Obsequens, 50, have P. Crassus, but 
Fasti Capitolini, L. Licinizs Crassus.1 

Summing up our evidence, we find that we have fifteen 
errors or changes, which are best explained by supposing a 
close relationship of source between Cassiodorus and Obse- 
quens and nothing against this assumption. Considering the 
different character of the two and the brevity of the portion 

1 For the year 576 a.u.c., Ay, p. 53, refers to the Epitome the mistake of Cas- 
siodorus and Obsequens, 8, Cn. Manlius for A. Manlius of Livy, 40, 59. But the 
Livy passage has to be emended by reference to Livy, 4I, IO; 43, 2; 45, 9, and 
also the form Cn. Manlius appears in Florus, I, 26, 2, hence in the original 
Epitome. 
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of Obsequens which comes in question, this is a remarkable 
agreement. 

It remains to compare this evidence of the consuls' names 
with the previous conclusions of a close agreement between 
Obsequens, Oxyr., and Per. i a in language and the chrono- 
logical agreement of Hydatius and Cassiodorus. It is evi- 
dent that most of our evidence belongs under the head of Ms 
variation, though cases of interpolation from other Mss or 
works are not infrequent. Many of the changes have been 
due to errors in writing, but we are not to think that this 
fact and the overwhelming majority of agreements in all the 
descendants preclude the possibility of an intermediate source 
for any of the later writers. We have seen that the Epi- 
tomator Livii followed Livy's consular list with even greater 
faithfulness. So while I have discussed these questions as 
Ms variations, and am convinced that we have the right to 
judge the source relationships of these few later writers as 
we would Mss and Ms families, this position is entirely com- 
patible with the further conclusion that some of these families 
represent expansions, abridgments, or even excerpts from the 
original Epitome. 

How many of these there have been we may never know; 
for the present I feel sure of only two: 

(a) An abridgment used by Obsequens, the Oxyrhynchus 
Epitome, and the Periocha i a of Livy. 

(b) The Livian consular list, with atdition of some histori- 
cal statements, excerpted from this abridged Epitome. It was 
used regularly by Cassiodorus and compared by the unknown 
author of the Hydatian Fasti, though his main source was 
the Fasti Consulares, which we can trace back through the 
source of the Fasti Capitolini (30 B.c.) to the Annales Maximi 
as final source. 

We have a very few instances indicating that the Epitoma- 
tor Livii was acquainted with these Fasti Consulares, which 
were in common use and were parallel to the consular names 
prefixed to each year in the Epitome of Livy: Owing to this 
common character and the ease of comparison, interpolations 
were liable to occur from one to the other. Thus a few 
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changes and historical additions had come into the Fasti Con- 
suitares before 354 A.D., when the Chronograph made his copy. 
Later a second small series of interpolations came in which 
appear in Hydatius, though not drawn from the Livian Fasti, 
which were later excerpted from the abridged Epitome, and 
show the influence of the chronology of Eutropius. This 
work the Pseudo-Hydatius compared, when copying the 
Fasti Consulares. The following diagram shows the rela- 
tionship of the various authors discussed. 

Annales IMaximi 

Fasti C safres isnnallsts 

TOsti Capitolii LIVy 

j^l^" ^^a t \ 
^'^ 

1/t?4*C^QPerichae,^ etc. 

Chron.s.364 / m \ sEul bius 

| Li. asiodorFestuss 
/ Obiequens \ >S Hieronymus 

/I~ ~ FaBtii viani \ 
Orosius 

sEaBti Ivorus 

Ilydatius Chron.PaBoh. 

The abridged Epitome of Livy must have been in existence 
before 300 A.D. It doubtless preserved the character and 
form of the original Epitome as described above. In size, if 
we may judge from the prodigies of Obsequens, it was much 
more voluminous than the Periochae of Livy. 

The Fasti Liviani were excerpted after 375 and before 
470 A.D. The consuls' names were taken practically in the 
form of the Epitome, though doubtless often shortened. If 
the consul had served before, the number of the consulship 
was noted. Though Cassiodorus more often omits these 
numbers, yet he preserves seven not found in Livy. The 
other descendants of the Epitome also preserve a few of the 
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numbers, Per. Liv. ol1 even one not found in Livy. The 

filling out of the consular list ifl this manner was, therefore, 
the work of the Epitomator Livii, though some additional 

changes can be traced to the direct source of Cassiodorus, 
i.e. the excerptor of the Livian Fasti. 

The names of the consuls were put in the ablative at the 

beginning of each year by the Epitomator, the lines project- 
ing from the body of the text as in Oxyr. so that the consul- 

ships could be easily compared or counted. This form was 
retained in the abridged Epitome and so passed into Oxyr. 

That the names were given in the ablative in the abridged 
Epitome is proved by the mistakes of Cassiodorus and the 

agreement in form of Oxyr. and Obsequens. This form is 
also just as sure for the original Epitome. Orosius gives the 
consuls' names in the ablative, introducing his statements for 
the year, more than fifty times, Eutropius nearly as many, 
and yet in only twenty-four cases do they give the consuls 
for the same years, in less than half of which Orosius copied 
Eutropius. All the rest of this long list came, as we have 
seen above, directly from the Epitome of Livy. The Per. 
Liv. also preserved this ablative form in six cases, though the 
work had ceased to be annalistic. Florus has still less reason 
for retaining this form, yet, to the injury of his style, he often 

gives the name of one consul in the ablative absolute and allows 

you to supply populis Romanus as subject of the sentence. 
A much worse case of awkward retention of the ablative abso- 
lute is found in Eutropius, 2, 22, I: M. Aemilio Paulo Ser. 
Fulvio Nobiliore consiuibus ambo Romani consules adAfricam 
profecti sunt. Such cases prove the presence of the ablative 
absolute in the original even more certainly than the frequent 
occurrence of the ablative in Eutropius and Orosius does. 

We see thus that even the annalistic form and the designation 
of the years by the consuls' names appeared in the Epitome of 

Livy, so there was little or nothing left for later writers to do, 
except to abridge or excerpt, and this was quite in accord with 
the times in which they lived, when the sum total of historical, 
if not of all literary activity, lay in abridgments and excerpts. 

1 The number rests on an emendation, though a sure one. 
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